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All IT systems go. When SpinSys approached us for our help with their branding, they already had an existing logo. But their brand 
was disjointed and inconsistent. We started our work by starting from the source: their existing logo. We determined consistent 
colors and leveraged those colors in their logo and across all brand elements, including their stationery package, printed sales 
collateral, and event signage. In addition, we also helped them with some of the signage “super graphics” for their new office.

SpinSys

SpinSys develops systems integration solutions for cloud-based services, specializing in enterprise sustainment and modernization. 
They help clients create business intelligence from big data problems, harden their systems to create an enhanced security posture, 
modernize complex legacy applications, and augment their enterprise IT department.

 » corporate capabilities and cloud solutions sheets  » HackerX event signage

 » new logo and business cards  » indoor signage

Application Services  |  Cloud  |  Big Data & Analytics  |  Cyber Security  |  IT Managed Services  |  System Modernization

SpinSys develops systems integration solutions for cloud based services,
specializing in enterprise sustainment and modernization. We help you create business 
intelligence from big data problems, harden your systems to create an enhanced security 
posture, modernize complex legacy applications and augment your enterprise IT department.

Since 1998, SpinSys has been providing innovative 
enterprise-wide IT solutions to DoD federal and 
civilian agencies as well as commercial Fortune 
500 companies.  With our office HQ located in the 
heart of Northern Virginia, SpinSys takes pride as 
a fast growing small business in the government 
cloud systems integrator community.

3120 Fairview Park Dr. Suite 800, Falls Church, VA 22042  |  info@spinsys.com  |  703.318.0803
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Our Core Competencies
Developing cloud-based  
systems integration solutions 
through certified AWS expertise 
enhanced with proven technology 
integration experience

Providing agile software 
development services based  
on COTS solutions for the 
full lifecycle: requirements 
gathering, design, development, 
implementation, testing, 
deployment, and maintenance

Modernizing and sustaining legacy 
enterprise applications or systems

Building solutions for big  
data, from consolidation of data 
centers and networks to include 
deploying hardened systems into 
cleared environments

Our Value Proposition

Drawing upon deep working 
experience within the DoD and 
best commercial practices, SpinSys 
uses our hybrid agile methodology 
to develop tailored cost-effective 
solutions to build, modernize, and 
sustain complex enterprise systems 
or applications.
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SpinSys has successfully deployed complex cloud based solutions for both  
commercial and federal customers. With in-depth experience in Amazon Web Services based cloud 
offerings, SpinSys is an Amazon technology partner with AWS certified professionals specializing 
in the stabilization and modernization of legacy applications as they transition into the cloud.

SpinSys is an integrated solution provider for 
creating private and public cloud solutions 
for enterprise applications. As a technology 
integrator, we provide value added experience 
and services above and beyond what is offered 
directly by public cloud providers such as 
Amazon or Google.

We also possess a deep understanding of our  
federal customer’s compliance frameworks including 
DoD, FISMA, DIACAP, DCID, and other federal, state, 
and local mandates so we can architect the solution 
to match the cloud vendor’s capabilities and maintain 
consistent security and governance standards across 
multiple platforms.

SpinSys provides a comprehensive range of cloud 
services including stabilizing and migrating legacy 
enterprise applications to clouds, developing migration 
plans and roadmaps, refactoring applications to take 
advantage of cloud features, and developing new cloud-
based systems as needed.

We are vendor agnostic and have a decade of experience 
working with VMware products. We are also a Amazon 
APN technology partner and the recipient of the 2013 
Best Middleware Implementation award from Red Hat.

Reduced Infrastructure Cost
Cloud hosted applications reduce deployment and 
operational costs by elastic resource sharing across 
multiple applications. There is no up-front capital 
investment costs, nor the depreciation and eventual 
infrastructure replacement cost.

Scalability
Unsure of transaction volumes or dealing with 
intermittent spikes in application demand? Cloud based 
applications can scale in response to an unplanned 
transactional volume without costly downtime for an 
infrastructure upgrade or having to unnecessarily over 
provision infrastructure. You can only pay when you 
consume computing resources, and only pay for how 
much you consume.

Agility
Outgrown your computing environment? Instead of going 
through the usual procurement channels to provision a 
new computing environment for your applications, you 
can upgrade capacity with a few key clicks. The ability  
to respond to business changes with agility is a 
competitive advantage.

Go Global (Or Take It Local)
Easily deploy your application in multiple regions around 
the world with just a few clicks. This means you can 
provide a lower latency and better experience for your 
customers simply and at minimal cost. Have regulatory 
requirements to keep your applications or data within a 
geographical location? You can easily configure scalability 
to ensure that your data never leaves a jurisdiction of 
your choice.
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PREMIER CLOUD SYSTEMS INTEGRATOR

SpinSys is partnered with Cloud computing industry 
leaders including Microsoft, Amazon and Google.
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